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Abstract: Geothermal energy is a reliable and mature energy source, but it represents less than 1% of
the total renewable energy mix. While the enhanced geothermal system (EGS) concept faces technical
validation challenges and suffers from public acceptance issues, the development of unconventional
deep-well designs can help to improve their efficiency and reliability. Modelling single-EGS-well
designs is key to assessing their long-term thermal performances, particularly in unconventional
geological settings. Numerical results obtained with the T2WELL/EOS1 code have been validated
with available experimental data from a deep borehole heat exchanger (DBHE), where a temperature
of 358 ◦C has been measured at a depth of 1962 m. Based on a calibrated model, the thermal
performances of two enhanced thermal conductive DBHEs with graphite were compared for high
geothermal gradients. The analysis highlights the potential recovery of a variable fraction of vapour.
Graphite used along the well appears to be the most suitable solution to enhance the thermal output
by 5 to 8% when compared to conventional wells. The theoretical implementation of such well in the
Newberry volcano field was investigated with a single and doublet DBHE. The findings provide a
robust methodology to assess alternative engineering solutions to current geothermal practices.

Keywords: deep borehole heat exchanger; T2Well; unconventional geothermal energy; graphite

1. Introduction

The geothermal energy sector has proven its ability to provide base load electricity
and heat, but still requires further advancements to overcome the technical and site spe-
cific limitations. Enhanced geothermal systems (EGS) have been shown to theoretically
access geothermal energy widely, and to produce electricity at lower costs and with fewer
geographical constraints [1]. A hydraulic stimulation is usually needed to ensure the
creation of a connected path-flow in artificial fractures. This process has been successfully
achieved in several field sites [2]. A large volume of water injected at low pressure has
been notably efficient at generating enhanced fracture permeabilities in the Newberry
Volcano EGS demonstration site [3]. However, the commercialisation of EGS has not yet
been validated due to induced seismicity issues [4], poor reservoir connectivity, and the
absence of long-term regulatory policies in place [5].

EGS single-well methods can provide an alternative solution to make stimulation
unnecessary, by circulating a working fluid in a sealed well, or by connecting the wellbore to
pre-existing fractures or in-situ geothermal fluids [6–9]. Closed wellbores such as borehole
heat exchangers have been conventionally investigated for depths less than 1000 m [10,11].
To date, deep borehole/coaxial heat exchangers (DBHE/DCHE) have mainly been used
for heating and cooling purposes [12,13]; they have also been proposed as a heat extraction
method above magma bodies to exploit unattractive low productive geothermal zones
(typically non-permeable) [14]. The DBHE performances have been shown unaltered
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by the recovery cycles with identical flow rates in the Weggis plant, Switzerland [13].
For this type of system, the working fluid (water, CO2 or isobutene) only circulates in a
closed well through an annular space [6] or through different systems such as U-tubes
or parallel DBHEs [15,16], without geothermal fluid production. Various technology-
derived concepts, such as horizontal BHEs, can provide long-term heat power in the range
0.35–2.0 MW. For such systems, three different decreasing temperature slopes as functions
of the horizontal section length have been studied [8,17]. A U-shaped well filled with
CO2 with a flow rate of 25 kg/s has been shown to provide more than 2.5 MW, with a
thermosiphon [18], without pumping.

Closed-wellbore models are generally coupled with a reservoir model to account
for the heat exchange and fluid flow in the surrounding porous or fractured rocks [6].
Fast simulations using a finite line source model have also been performed to investigate
intermittent conditions in a DBHE [19]. Closed wells have been investigated with several
geothermal gradients from 25 to 50 ◦C/km and between 2 to 6 km. When considering
50 ◦C/km, the power production starts to be economically viable at depths more than
3 km. In addition, direct power generation systems have appeared more efficient with
supercritical fluids than flashing power generation systems [20]. The application of DBHEs
worldwide reaches a maximum depth of 3 km when generating 0.15 to 2.5 MW of thermal
power and 0.25 to 364 kW of electrical power [6]. In deep reservoirs, the DBHE’s installed
capacity has been shown to be highly sensitive to the reservoir’s porosity and the rock’s
thermal conductivity [21]. The well’s thermal conductivity is a function of the material
used (e.g., one layered with steel or double layered with a vacuum), with values down to
10−2 W/m·K for the inner pipe in [22]. The thermal insulation of the inner pipe, the mass
flow rate and the geothermal heat flux are the most important parameters affecting the
thermal performances.

Various numerical and analytical tools have been used to investigate DBHEs [6].
The use of the constant fluid properties assumption generates errors in the calculation
of the thermal and pressure losses in the DBHE [23]. While the assumption of constant
water properties can be acceptable in a low geothermal gradient context (1.8% difference
in the thermal resistance in [24] for 30 ◦C/km), this is no longer valid in high geothermal
gradients and for deeper DBHEs. Assuming constant water properties can underestimate
the temperature of the water produced and heat flux for a DBHE of 6100 m [25] and can
overestimate the performances by 11% in a DBHE of 3500 m [26]. Therefore, the use of
pressure-temperature dependent thermophysical properties is important, especially the
fluid specific heat, the viscosity and the thermal conductivity [27]. The overall performance
of a DBHE is limited by the surface heat exchange (in the wellbore) between the working
fluid and the reservoir, which renders those systems more efficient for supplying heat rather
than electricity, even in the case of very high geothermal gradients [28]. To increase the
thermal performances of DBHEs, different patented well designs could increase the heat
transfer rate of DBHEs/DCHEs by enhancing the well thermal properties. Figure 1 (Left)
shows the implementation of graphite between the external casing and the rock around a
single well, proposed by Hara [29], using highly conductive fillers of graphite between the
external casing (105) and the cement or surrounding rocks (119) of a DCHE.
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Figure 1. (Left) Schematic of the US Patent from Hara [29]. (Right) Schematic of the US Patent from
Buchi [30].

As the cement thermal conductivity is a key parameter [31], the injection of highly
conductive materials such as graphite (500 to 140 W/m·K) into the well surroundings
has been proposed by Buchi [30] to create an enhanced conductive area with the injection
of a high conductive material M in the near bottom hole (see Figure 1 Right). Despite
requiring injection processes in Buchi’s technology, these innovations would empower
DBHEs under certain conditions, as numerically evaluated in [32]. If the heat transfer
rate is sufficient, both technologies described in Figure 1 could produce a variable vapour
fraction. The additional use of a downhole choke, or a boiler, could facilitate the phase
change process by decreasing the pressure, as proposed in [7].

After presenting and validating the DBHE numerical model, this study investigates
the heat recovery of enhanced DBHE/DCHEs designs for different theoretical geother-
mal settings, using the T2Well integrated wellbore–reservoir simulator [33], considering
graphite in the well surroundings. At last, a numerical case study in the Newberry EGS
system is presented.

2. Materials and Methods

This section introduces the experimental DBHE used to validate the numerical model,
followed by the mathematical formulation of T2Well and the settings of the DBHE numeri-
cal model. The geometries considered for the investigation of the two theoretical DBHE
patents with graphite in different geothermal environments are presented, and compared
with a conventional DBHE, without graphite. The parameters used in a 2D numerical
DBHE doublet model are described. These parameters are used to investigate the DBHE
performances in an EGS case study.

2.1. Model Description

Figure 2 (Left) shows a DCHE-DBHE used in the HGP-A well in Hawaii [34], in basaltic
formations, with the downward injection of water through an external annulus. The grey
filled material between the casing sections is the cement. Figure 2 (Right) shows a view
of the orthogonal mesh generated, highlighting the wellbore flow domain and the rock
domain extended to the radial distance of 100 m. As the water flows down, it is heated
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before flowing back to the surface and requires pumping or is self-rising due to the
thermosiphon effect via the internal tubing.

As the system is fully sealed, no contact between the geothermal fluids (or rocks) and
the water takes place. In addition, the cement surrounding the well has been replaced by
a highly thermally conductive material, graphite in the present study, to investigate the
potential of both patents.

Figure 2. (Left) Schematic of the DCHE design experimented in Hawaii [14]. (Right) View of the grid generated with
MeshMaker extended to 100 m radially (not to scale).

2.2. Mathematical Formulation

T2Well/EOS1 is a wellbore reservoir simulator with a 1D, two-phase momentum
equation for the wellbore and the 3D multiphase Darcy law in the reservoir [33]. T2Well
solves the mass and energy balance equations numerically using a finite difference scheme.
The momentum balance equation for the wellbore flow is solved numerically with a
semi-explicit scheme [35]. The code has been applied previously to model closed-loop U-
shaped geothermal wells [18], and other cases [33]. It uses the IAPWS-IF97 formulation for
water [36]. The connections between the well and the formations have been closed to fluid
flow so that only the conductive heat transfer between the wellbore and the surrounding
formations is considered. Kinetic energy is considered in the wellbore where velocity can
be high and is ignored in the reservoir at low fluid velocities. The conservation of mass for
a two-phase system is written as [33]:

d
dt

∫
Vn

Φ
(
SlρlXl + SgρgXg

)
· dVn =

∫
Γn

[
Xlρlul + Xgρgug

]
· ndΓn +

∫
Vn

qMdVn (1)

The conservation of energy in the reservoir and wellbore are:

d
dt

∫
Vn

[
(1−Φ)ρRcRT + Φ

(
ρlSlUl + ρgSgUg

)]
· dVn

=
∫

Γn

[
λ∇T + hlρlul + hgρgug

]
· ndΓn +

∫
Vn

qEdVn (2)
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d
dt

∫
Vn

[
ρlSl

(
Ul +

u2
l

2
+ gzcosθ

)
+ ρgSg

(
Ug +

u2
g

2
+ gzcosθ

)]
· dVn =

∫
Γn

[
−λ

∂T
∂z
− 1

A
∂

∂z

[
AρlSlul

(
hl +

u2
l

2
+ gzcosθ

)
+ AρgSgug

(
hg +

u2
g

2
+ gzcosθ

)]]
· ndΓn

+
∫

Vn

qEdVn (3)

The liquid and gas velocities in the geothermal formations are calculated as:

ul = −k
krl
µl

(∇Pl − ρl g) (4)

ug = −k
krg

µg

(
∇Pg − ρgg

)
(5)

where k is the absolute permeability; krl,g is the phase relative permeability; Pl,g are the
sums of the respective phase pressure (gas) and the capillary pressure in the porous media.
The parameters and their units are described in the Nomenclature.

A drift flux model (DFM) is used to model the interfacial interactions between the gas
and the liquid, assuming that the gas velocity is related to the volumetric flux of the mixture.
The DFM treats the drift velocity as an average, efficiently solving the complex two-phase
flow in the wellbore [35]. The drift velocity of gas ud and the momentum equations of
a two-phase flow in the wellbore are presented in Appendix A. The Equation of State 1
(EOS1) module has been used with T2Well in this work [37].

2.3. Model Validation

To apply T2Well in high-temperature settings with various vertical closed loop designs,
the experimental data from the HGP-A well in Hawaii have been used to model a DBHE in
a volcanic geothermal system. A temperature of 358 ◦C was measured at a depth of 1962 m.
After having sealed the well, the experiment was performed in a 7” casing by installing an
insulated internal tubing up to the depth of 876.5 m, i.e., 3 m above the bottom of the test
section. A water mass flow rate of 1.33 kg/s at 30 ◦C was injected into the annular space
for 7 days. A maximum thermal output powers of 373 kW, and 76 kW were measured after
7 days [34]. The experiments aimed to validate a heat extraction method in low-production
geothermal reservoirs, and super-hot rocks adjacent to solidified magma bodies [14].

An axisymmetric mesh refined near the well to consider the casing and cement sections
shown in Figure 2 (Right) has been used with the numerical code T2Well/EOS1. The top
of the reservoir was assumed to be 30 ◦C and 1 bar; a temperature of 350 ◦C was set as
a constant at 1931 m, as described in [14]. Table 1 shows the different casing and cement
properties of the experimental settings considered in the numerical model. The T2Well-
based simulation, experimental data and pressure–temperature simulations from [34] were
all based on the thermal parameters listed in Table 1. The mesh contained 1310 cells,
starting with a radial cell distance corresponding to the well geometry shown in Figure 2
(Left), and increasing the lateral cell sizes following a logarithmic discretisation up to the
radial distance of 100 m. The formation, casing and cement were considered with no
porosity nor permeability. The roughness height of the well, including bottom edge, was
varied between 25 and 85 µm.

Without information on the well roughness in [34], the model was compared against
the experimental data by varying the roughness values of the well walls (25–85 µm) and the
user-specified perimeter of the bottom Section (10–12 m), generating pressure losses due to
the DBHE geometry. After validating the DCHE numerical model with the experimental
data from [34], a DCHE T2Well/EOS1 simple model without the centralizers was applied
to investigate different high-temperature geothermal environments.
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Table 1. Properties of the formation and well components considered in the model [34].

Materials ρ [kg/m3] λ [W/m·K] c [J/kg·K]

Formation 3050 1.6 870
Cement 1830 0.99 1900
Casing 7850 46.1 470
Inner Casing 7850 0.06 470

2.4. Theoretical Analysis of Enhanced DCHEs

A DBHE using graphite with a thermal conductivity of 300 W/m·K and a heat capacity
of 710 J/kg·K was considered in [32]. The use of graphite instead of cement around the
casing for the Hara patent (Figure 1 Left, between casing 7” and 9 5/8”) and in the
surrounding formations according to the Buchi patent was assumed to be only conductive.
Figure 3 presents the vertical and radial directions used for the analysis of both patents.
The implementation of graphite vertically along the wellbore, as proposed in [29] has been
varied from 50 to 200 m from the bottom depth of the DBHE and then for the whole length
(All Hara). The influence of the horizontal extension of the enhanced conductive chamber
described in the Buchi patent has been investigated for radii (r) of 50 cm, 1 m and 5 m with
a constant vertical length of 30 m from the bottom of the DBHE. Its vertical extension has
been varied from 30 to 100 m with a constant radial distance (r) of 50 cm.

Figure 3. Scheme of the vertical (Z) and radial (r) directions investigated in the study for the
two patents [29,30] (not to scale).

The top of the theoretical reservoir models were set at 1 bar and 10 ◦C, with a homo-
geneous rock porosity of 10 % and a permeability of 10−15 m2. The thermal properties of
rocks are described in Table 1. The two patents have been compared for case 1 against the
base case without graphite implementation. The most efficient and cost effective solution
has been identified and tested for the remaining cases 2–5 described in Table 2.
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Table 2. Cases investigated with theoretical DCHEs with different length into high geothermal gradients.

Case DCHE Depth [m] Geothermal Gradient [◦C/km]

1 1000 170
2 1990 170
3 1990 85
4 3990 85
5 3990 56

2.5. Case Study: Implementation of a DBHE in an EGS System

The Newberry Volcano site hosts a demonstration EGS to investigate low pressure
stimulations and microseismicity monitoring [3]. To obviate the stimulation process and
still access the heat, a DCHE has been considered instead of the well NWG 55-29 in
Newberry, using the well materials described in Section 2.3. The wellbore is based on the
NWG 55-29 well schematic from [3] with the tubing diameter of 3 1/2” from [14], and a
vertical gap of 3 m between the bottom of the tubing and the bottom of the well (3067 m).
It uses the initial temperature log in the well NWG 55-29, shown in Figure 4, with 12 ◦C at
the surface.

The mesh was adapted with the formations shown in Table 3, taken from a previous
TOUGH2-based study [38]; the density of the formations is 2700 kg/m3. The thermal
influence of graphite on the wellbore has been studied and compared to a DCHE with a
conventional material casing, as investigated in [39].

Figure 4. Initial measured temperature in the well NWG 55-29 in October 2008 [38] and initial
temperature in the T2Well model.

A 2D DBHE doublet model has been built to investigate the potential increase of
the thermal performances due to production and loading cycles. Two identical DBHEs
located 50 m apart in the Newberry volcano environment have been modelled. The 50 m
distance was assumed to be sufficient to avoid a thermal breakthrough between the DBHEs
considering the time of simulation (240 h).

Alternating imposed injections are considered in each DBHE for different periods: 6,
24 and 168 h. For the first period, water circulates at 5 kg/s in a DBHE (DBHE1), and the
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second DBHE (DBHE2) has no mass flow rate imposed (loading phase). In the following
period, 5 kg/s is applied to DBHE2 while DBHE1 is under a loading phase.

Table 3. Hydrological and thermal properties from [38].

Formations Site Altitude Thermodynamic
Range [m] Properties

Newberry–Deschutes +1600 to +1400 Φ = 0.2
(upper 300 m) k = 0.15 × 10−11

c = 1000
λ = 1.7

Newberry–Deschutes +1400 to +300 Φ = 0.1
k = 0.1 × 10−16

λ = 1.8

John Day +300 to −800 Φ = 0.05
k = 2.6 × 10−16

λ = 2.15

Intruded John Day −800 to −1500 Φ = 0.03
k = 0.5 × 10−17

λ = 2.2

3. Results

The comparison between the results from the numerical validation model and the
experimental DBHE is presented, highlighting the model’s sensitivity to match the return
pressure. The return water temperature and potential energy production and benefits of
using DBHE patents with graphite are analysed with a DBHE base-case, without graphite.
This study is completed with the analysis of a single DBHE and a DBHE doublet with
graphite in the Newberry EGS case study.

3.1. T2Well DCHE Model
3.1.1. Parameter Analysis

Figure 5 shows the simulated return pressures at the surface of the tubing compared
with the experimental data from [14]. When the perimeter was decreased (12 to 10 m),
an increase of the surface pressure was observed.

For an increase of the wall roughness from 25 to 85 µm, the simulated surface pressure
decreased, still without capturing the early drop of pressure. The measured decrease of
pressure at 1 h approximately matched when the roughness height of the annulus and
tubing were assumed to be different, 25 µm for the annulus and 85 µm for the tubing. This
might correspond to the difference of roughness of the wells between the novel tubing
(vacuum type double tube insulated pipe) and the old casing in the annulus of the well
HGP-A [14].

As can be seen in Figure 5 for t < 2 h, two early waves of pressure were present,
potentially due to the presence of cement and sand particles in the experiments [14].
The first peak could also have been a result of the cold (high density) water residing in the
upper portion of the tubing, being substituted by the hot (lower density) water flowing
from deeper zones, reducing the pressure drop in the tubing, resulting in higher wellhead
pressure. The outlet pressure increase was not sustainable because the amount of hot water
was limited in volume. The second peak reflects the arrival of water from the annulus,
which was due to the injection of cold water which replaces warm water from the initial
stage. The time period between these two peaks depends on the system parameters being
applied, which can make them merge into a single peak, or make them separate further.
The resistance to flow at the bottom of the tubing has been found to be the most sensitive
parameter to control the return pressure simulated. As shown in Figure 6, the temperature
was not significantly affected by the parameter changes, and was mainly constrained by
the formations and well thermal properties.
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Figure 5. Return pressure with different well roughnesses and resistance parameters, compared to
measurements and the simulation from [34].

Figure 6. Wellhead temperature with different well roughnesses and user-specified bottom perimeter,
compared to the measurements and the simulations from [34].

3.1.2. Model Validation

The final model has been obtained using a well roughness height of 55 µm, which
corresponds to the roughness of steel pipes [40], and applying the parameters presented in
Section 2.3. The numerical results of long-term pressure over time show a good match with
experimental data and simulations from [34]; see Figure 7. The temperature profile after
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93 h in both the annulus and the tubing has also been compared with the measurements
from [34]; see Figure 8. A difference of 1.8 ◦C and a difference of 1.7 ◦C were obtained at
the bottom and top of the DBHE, respectively, compared to the measurements. Numerical
results obtained with T2Well are in satisfying agreement with both experimental data and
numerical results from [34].

Figure 7. Calibrated wellhead pressure with T2Well compared to the experimental measures and the
simulated results [34].

Figure 8. Initial temperature gradient and fluid temperature after 93 h in the annulus and the tubing
compared to the experimental data [34].

Note that the cement has been modelled without saturated water, which is different
from [34]. This might have induced a small temperature difference. Furthermore, with-
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out explicit definition of the DBHE bottom, the 1D-based return flow calculation shows
difficulties in accurately matching the experimental results. Despite uncertainties in re-
producing the early drop of pressure but with acceptable long-term simulation results,
the T2Well DCHE/DBHE model has been used for further studies in the following sections.

3.2. DBHE Patent Analysis
3.2.1. Thermal Performance Comparison

A comparison between the two patents has been performed with case 1, using a DBHE
length of 1000 m and a geothermal gradient of 170 ◦C/km. The wellhead temperature
of a DBHE using graphite along the wellbore in the vertical direction (c.f. Figure 3) is
presented in Figure 9 and compared to the base case without graphite. As described
in [28,31], the mass flow rate is a major constraint on the water temperature recovery as the
resident time of water in the DBHE was shorter for a high mass flow rate.

The long-term wellhead temperature showed an early increase (rising from 10 ◦C to
more than 50 ◦C), before exhibiting a transitional behaviour, and a slow decrease after
2 months. The high thermal conductivity of graphite provided a higher water temperature
recovery, and higher if the mass flow rate in the DBHE was slower. Increasing the vertical
length of graphite along the well enhanced the DBHE heat transfer.

Similarly, the use of graphite in the surrounding formation, which provided an en-
hanced conductive chamber around the DBHE, increased the heat recovery compared to
the base case (Figure 10). The extension of graphite at the bottom of the DBHE, 5 m in
the horizontal direction and 100 m in the vertical direction, induced an increase of the
temperature. After 1 year, the bottom temperature decreased by 8 to 10 m around the well.
The heat extraction was higher with a higher mass flow rate and implied a lower local
temperature distribution.

Figure 9. Wellhead temperature with an injection temperature of 10 ◦C for a conventional DBHE and
with graphite implemented following Hara’s patent.
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Figure 10. Wellhead temperature with an injection temperature of 10 ◦C for a conventional DCHE,
following Hara’s patent and Buchi’s patent.

The geometric calculation in Table 4 suggests that Hara’s patent needs less high
conductive material compared to Buchi’s patent. The formation parameters, such as the
thermal conductivity, permeability, porosity and the effect of applying a double porosity
model [41] in a graphite fractured network, have not been considered here. In areas with
a geothermal gradient ranging from 20 to 40 ◦C/km, the presence of thick subsurface
aquifers with high in-situ velocities can enhance the forced heat convection [31]. Assuming
the technical feasibility of injecting highly conductive fluids into the wellbore surroundings,
this study in a low permeable geothermal context shows that the thermal properties of the
well are more advisable for investigation to improve the overall DBHE economics rather
than artificial improvements of the surrounding rock’s thermal properties.

Table 4. Volume of graphite needed for the two DBHE patents simulated for different radii (r) and
vertical lengths (z).

Rout (m) Rin (m) z (m) Case V [m3]

Hara’s patent 0.11119 0.0889 1000 1 14
(All Hara) 0.11119 0.0889 1990 2, 3 27.86

0.11119 0.0889 3990 4, 5 55.87

Buchi’s patent 0.5 0.0889 30 1 22.8
(30 m vertical) 1 0.0889 30 1 93.45

5 0.0889 30 1 2354.25

Due to the expensive technical operations and graphite injection volume required
in Buchi’s patent, the following sections discuss the energy assessment using only the
graphite injection along the wellbore length, as proposed by Hara [29].

3.2.2. Energy Production

The net energy flow rate produced after 1 year from a DBHE with graphite is presented
in Figure 11, varying the length of the DBHE, the geothermal gradient, the mass flow rate
and the injection temperature. The values are detailed in Table 5, which shows the net
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energy gain by the difference of the produced and injected energy flow rates. The depth
of the DBHE appears to guarantee a higher energy recovery, according to the value of the
geothermal gradient. Indeed, the surface heat exchange and residence time are maximised.
In Figure 11, the increase of mass flow rate in the DBHE enhances the energy flow rate
for all cases. The net gain in case 4 at 10 kg/s reaches 1.45 MW after 1 year. Inversely,
the injection of hot water decreases the net energy flow rate.

Figure 11. Net energy flow rate trendline extracted after 1 year of a DBHE operating with graphite.
The injection temperatures of 10/30/50 ◦C for case 4 are shown, whose order is identical for all cases.

The total net energy flow rate after 1 year exceeds 1 MW for a DBHE of 3990 m
(cases 4 and 5) for a low injection temperature and mass flow rates higher than 5 kg/s.
Table 5 provides the percentage of increase calculated as the difference of energy flow
rate produced and injected in the DBHE compared to the DBHE base case. The values
show an increase of the long-term performances between 5.4 and 8.4%. Numerical results
show that the efficiency increase using graphite is higher for high mass flow rates and high
injection temperature. At low mass flow rates, the benefit of using high conductive material
decreases for the deepest DBHEs. Despite limiting risks such as induced seismicity, the net
energy gain values from a graphite filled DBHE are limited compared to the potential from
an operating EGS for producing electricity, by up to several MWe per well [2].

Table 5. Net energy flow rate (MW) and percentage of increase with graphite compared to a DBHE base case after 1 year.
The three values stand for the injection temperature (10/30/50 ◦C).

Net Energy Flow Rate Net % of Increase

2 kg/s 5 kg/s 10 kg/s 2 kg/s 5 kg/s 10 kg/s

Case 1 0.17/0.13/0.09 0.18/0.14/0.09 0.18/0.14/0.09 7.5/7.9/8.0 7.9/7.9/8.1 8.0/8.1/8.4
Case 2 0.63/0.56/0.49 0.71/0.63/0.55 0.74/0.66/0.57 7.0/7.6/7.9 7.6/7.7/7.7 7.9/8.0/8.0
Case 3 0.31/0.24/0.17 0.35/0.27/0.19 0.27/0.28/0.19 6.8/7.0/7.2 7.7/7.8/7.8 8.0/8.1/8.0
Case 4 1.02/0.91/0.81 1.34/1.19/1.04 1.45/1.29/1.12 5.6/5.7/5.9 7.2/7.3/7.4 7.8/7.9/8.0
Case 5 0.81/0.70/0.59 1.06/0.91/0.76 1.15/0.98/0.82 5.4/5.5/5.7 7.0/7.1/7.2 7.6/7.7/7.8
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Figure 12 shows the fraction of vapour produced, for example, in case 4, with poten-
tially a very high energy output for the first 48 h. A high injection temperature extends
the vapour fraction existence for a mass flow rate of 5 kg/s. This fraction could be used to
drive vapour after separation to a turbine and generate power. As an example, in the first
6 h of production, the energy gain reaches over 3 MW for a flow rate of 2 to 5 kg/s.

Figure 12. Early vapour fraction for case 4 with a flow rate of 2/5/10 kg/s and a temperature
injection of 10/30/50 ◦C.

3.3. Newberry Case Study
3.3.1. Analysis of a DBHE with Graphite

The temperature in the annulus and inner pipe of a DBHE implemented with and
without graphite along the wellbore in the Newberry Volcano site is shown in Figure 13
after 1 year, and a water injection temperature of 10 ◦C. With a low flow rate, the vertical
temperature in the well is high, with higher heat losses when the water rises to the surface.
When using graphite, the energy flow rate after 1 year improves by 5 to 7%, reaching
1.05 MW at 2 kg/s, 1.51 MW at 5 kg/s and 2.19 MW at 10 kg/s.

However, higher friction pressure losses require pumping if the flow rate is high.
The pressure difference between the injection pressure and the outlet surface pressure
is shown in Figure 14. If the value is negative, no pump is needed, highlighting a ther-
mosiphon effect. Thus, the system can operate at low flow rates, around 2 kg/s, with-
out pumping.

As mentioned previously, the total flow rate and energy recovered using this type
of single enhanced DBHE is very low compared to the economical expectations from a
matured EGS (80 kg/s for several MW of power generated), but it offers a reliable and an
easily monitored source of energy. If a DBHE field were to be planned, a full economic
analysis balancing the lower risks of the closed-loop systems with the higher risks of
EGS could be performed using modelling tools. Additionally, closed-loop wells offer the
potential to retrofit poorly productive geothermal or oil and gas fields by implementing
DBHEs in abandoned wells [42,43].
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Figure 13. Comparison of the vertical temperature profile in the tubing and the annulus after 1 year
operating with or without graphite on the wellbore.

Figure 14. Pressure differences between the annular and the inner pipe with or without graphite on
the wellbore.

3.3.2. Alternating Heat Recovery with a DBHE Doublet

Figure 15 shows the alternate temperature at the surface from the production DBHE
only with a flow rate of 5 kg/s, for the three periods with and without graphite on
the wellbore.
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Similarly to the previous observations, the graphite enhances the heat recovery for
all the cases. While one week of continuous production provides the lowest wellhead
temperature, alternating injections of 6 or 24 h cycles ensure higher temperatures and less
thermal variability. Shortening the injection/production cycles slows down the temperature
drop with lower peaks, as observed for a single well’s production.

Figure 15. Wellhead temperature from a DBHE doublet with or without graphite, injecting at 5 kg/s
and 10 ◦C every 6 h, day and week. The second axis is the mass flow rate in one DBHE.

The mass flow rate through one DBHE with a daily or weekly injection cycle is shown
at the bottom of Figure 15. When the injection is stopped at 24 h, oscillations appear before
reaching a residual flow rate (around 2 kg/s). This is due to the hotter and lighter water at
the bottom being driven upwards in the tubing to the surface, replacing the cold and denser
water. The temperature at the surface of the resting well on the fourth day (DBHE Resting
D4) shows the thermal loading of the latter, before starting another cycle. Despite highly
variable wellhead temperatures, short cycles can increase the overall thermal performances
with a doublet DBHE compared to a long-term steady production.

In the case with graphite for 6 h cycles, a total flow rate of 7 kg/s from both wells
provides 4.14 MW at 96 h (2.88 MW at 5 kg/s and 1.26 MW at 2 kg/s). For a 24 h cycle
(2.66 MW at 5 kg/s and 1.42 MW at 2 kg/s) and weekly cycles (2.46 MW at 5 kg/s and
1.62 MW at 2 kg/s), it reaches 4.08 MW at 96 h. For daily and longer cycles, an approximate
constant total of 4 MW from both DBHE is reached as the resting well delivers more energy
at 2 kg/s for an equivalent longer resting period. For 6 h cycles, an additional 60 kW is
calculated at 96 h, highlighting the benefit using shorter cycles, which sustain higher heat
recovery. The selection, from an operator point of view, can also be driven by the energy
variability using shorter or longer cycles.

4. Discussion

Our numerical assessment of highly conductive materials in DBHEs and innovative
closed-loop well patents provides insights into their potential performances in various
settings. In this work, the influence of alternating injection and resting periods for a DBHE
with high-temperature gradient settings is shown to be non-negligible compared to DBHEs
being a mean geothermal gradient such as in Weggis, Switzerland [13]. The increase of
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the DBHE length in Newberry (3067 m) compared to the DBHE in Weggis (2295 m) can
also explain this difference, due to the increase of the surface heat exchange. Further
research on very short cycles can be pursued to target only the high-temperature peak and
investigate whether the recovery period in high geothermal gradients is long enough to
supply a sustainable amount of energy. The unconventional implementation of enhanced
DBHEs [32] needs further investigation close to a magmatic object with realistic heteroge-
neous geological formations, as in the IDDP-1 project [44,45], or in deeper zones, in crustal
bodies [46], to overcome the current technical limitations.

T2Well/EOS1 is a 1D wellbore simulator, which might encounter challenges when
modeling real 3D flows in unconventional well geometries, such as the bottom of a DBHE.
Despite the model validation obtained from an experimental study, the numerical model
might provide inaccurate results for deeper DBHEs with other specific geological conditions
and without experimental data. Multiphysics codes [26,28] can target the complex geometry
in specific well sections to strengthen the heat performance analysis and the pressure loss
assessments. Supercritical CO2 and organic fluids can also be used to extract the heat
from low permeable and high-temperature geothermal systems to counterbalance the high
pressure losses using pure water, but with a high energy extraction rate [18,20]. As super
hot EGS are targeted at accessing high temperatures—up to 450 ◦C in Newberry [47],
500 ◦C for the DESCRAMBLE project in Italy [48] and the Magma Test Bed in Iceland [49],
higher temperature capabilities need to be implemented in the current numerical modelling
software and tools to investigate the wellbore-reservoir interactions.

5. Conclusions

The modelling of enhanced conductive DBHEs on a high geothermal gradient has
been conducted. A coupled wellbore/reservoir, two-phase flow simulator, T2Well, has
been used to simulate the heat transfer processes. The thermal performances of the two
patents enhancing the conductive DBHE/DCBHEs in a formation in high geothermal
gradients have been compared for one year. The effects of the geothermal gradient, depth,
mass flow and temperature injection were analysed, and the following conclusions can
be drawn:

• T2Well can be used to investigate DBHEs, showing a good agreement with experi-
mental data. The user-specific perimeter of the bottomhole and the well roughness
play a major role in the pressure response of the system.

• A natural density-driven flow in the tubing is firstly observed before the arrival of the
water injected from the annulus. A 1D description of the flow remains challenging
to account for the pressure return flow when the water injection starts. T2Well can
therefore help to investigate further unconventional geothermal wells and unlock the
long-term potential of deep geothermal energy.

• Regarding efficiency and technical issues, installing graphite along the well casing
appears to be the best option for enhancing the formations’ thermal properties and
improves the economics of DBHE/DCHE systems. Graphite placed along the wellbore
can improve the energy recovery in the range of 5.4 to 8.4% compared to a standard
DBHE. From the cases investigated here, a maximum net energy flow rate of 1.45 MW
could be extracted after one year, constrained by additional power pumping if needed.
The depth of the well, the flow rate, the injection temperature, the insulation and the
thermal properties of cement are the main parameters that influence the overall
thermal performance of a DCHE. In some cases, an early fraction of vapour in the
well can be observed, giving opportunities to further investigate the phase change in
single well systems.

• The theoretical implementation of a DBHE with graphite in the Newberry volcano
field shows the potential to recover 1 MW for and an injection flow rate of 2 kg/s with
a thermosiphon effect. The analysis of a DBHE doublet injecting water alternately
at 5 kg/s shows the possibility of increasing the total flow rate. The energy output
variability can also be reduced by shortening the circulating period. The loading
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periods enable the system to recover heat and sustain a higher temperature in the
system. While EGSs are facing technical and economic limitations, developing efficient
single well DBHEs with innovative technology could bypass site-specific dependency
of geothermal energy, without the need for hydraulic enhancement techniques.
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Nomenclature

Γ Surface area of the subdomain Vn [m2]
λ Thermal conductivity [W/m·K]
µ Phase viscosity [Pa·s−1]
Φ Porosity
ρ Density of the phase [kg·m−3]
θ Angle between the well section and the vertical axis [◦]
A Cross sectional area of the well [m2]
c Specific heat [J·kg−1·◦C−1]
g Gravitational acceleration [9.81 m·s−2]
h Specific enthalpy of the phase [J·kg−1]
k Absolute permeability [m2]
n Outward normal vector
P Pressure [Pa]
q Source term [kg·m−3·s−1, W·m−3]
r Radial, horizontal component in the well
S Local saturation of the rock with phase
T Temperature [◦C]
t Time [s]
u Phase velocity [m·s−1]
U Specific internal energy [J·kg−1]
V Volume [m3]
X Mass fraction of water
z Elevation, vertical component in the well [m]
Subscripts
E Energy
g Gas phase
l Liquid phase
M Mass
m Mixture
n Normal vector on a surface element
R Rock
r Relative permeability

Appendix A

The liquid and gas velocities (ul and ug, respectively) are a function of a mixture
velocity um, defined in Table A1, and a drift velocity ud:

ul =
(1−SgC0)ρm
(1−Sg)ρ∗

um −
Sgρg

(1−Sg)ρ∗
ud (A1)

https://doi.org/10.17862/cranfield.rd.13624139
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ug = C0
ρm

ρ∗m
um +

ρl
ρ∗m

ud (A2)

where ρm is the mixture density defined in Table A1. ρ∗m is a profile-adjusted average
density. C0 is the profile parameter to account for the effect of local gas saturation and
velocity profiles over the pipe cross-section.

The drift velocity of gas ud, modified from [50] is calculated by an empirical relation-
ship in Equation (A3).

ud =
(1−Sg)ucK(Sg ,Ku)m(θ) f (G,X)

Sg
√

ρg/ρl+1−Sg
(A3)

where m(θ) describes the inclination of the wellbore, Ku is the Kutateladze number and uc is
the characteristic velocity [35]. f (G, X) is an apparent friction coefficient corresponding to
a smooth adjustment function of the flow regime and the wall roughness, that approaches
zero as the state point in the G-X plane gets into the mist flow regime. It is equal to 1
everywhere else. In addition, the cosine-type function K(·) is used to make a smooth
transition of drift velocity between the bubble rise stage and the film-flooding stage with
different linear interpolation suggested in [50]. The momentum equation of a two−phase
flow in the wellbore is described as a single equation with the mixture velocity um and the
drift velocity ud described in [33].

∂
∂t (ρmum) +

1
A

∂
∂z
[
A
(
ρmu2

m + γ
)]

= − ∂P
∂z

− 1
2A (α f ρm|um|um)− ρmg

(A4)

The term γ represents the effect of slip between the liquid and the gas phases, defined
in Table A1. α is the perimeter of the cross section.

Table A1. Drift–flux equations extracted from [33].

γ Sg(ρgρlρ
∗
m/ρ2

m)[(C0 − 1)um + ud]
2/(1− Sg)

ρm Sgρg + (1− Sg)ρl)
um [Sgρgug + (1− Sg)ρlul ]/ρm
ρ∗m SgC0ρg + (1− SgC0)ρl

The apparent friction coefficient f is defined as f = 16/Re when Re < 2400, and as
follows when Re > 2400:

1√
f
= −4 log

[
2δ
d

3.7
− 5.02

Re
log

(
2δ
d

3.7
+

13
Re

)]
(A5)

where δ is the roughness of the well walls and Re is the Reynolds number, defined as
Re = ρud/µ with d the diameter of the well or, corrected for an annulus via the hydraulic
diameter (do outer diameter—di inner diameter).
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